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Unless it is checked, it would outgrow   all   proportions ^ and   become a danger and
menace to the growth of national life,   Forces   of   reaction,   both   social   and poli-
tical, are straining every nerve to consolidate their   position   under cover of commu-
nal advancement and political freedom.   The social   system   obtaining   in our midst
to-day   and   the   political   system   under   which we live, are alike unsuited to our
future growth as a nation.   We feel that the time has   come, so far as this province
is concerned, for a   thorough   overhauling   and   readjusting   of   the   political   and
social programmes pursued   hitherto   by   Congressmen or nationalists in the Madras
Presidency so that the local bodies   and   the   Legislative   Council may be captured
by genuine   Nationalists     pledged to   the   ideal   of   political   freedom   and   social
justice.   We are opposed to the'  boycott   of   the Legislatures   and  Ministerships by
Congressmen   or   Nationalists,   now   or in the near  future, because the principle of
renunciation or   abstention although hypothetically   tenable runs counter to the very
principles   for   which   the   Congress   stands,   when applied to the practical politics
existing in the Madras Presidency.   We   feel   that   taking the circumstances of this
province   into   consideration,   the   Congressmen     and   Nationalists   should    unite
together   and   capture   the   local   bodies   and   the Legislative Council and help to
strengthen the people and weaken the present   system   of Government and its allies,
We feel that for the above   purpose    and   for 'the objects   noted below, a separate
S
olitical party should be formed   with   a   view   to run   elections to the Legislative
ouncil and to the local   bodies   on   a definite   nationalist programme in order that
they may be made the instruments for the speedy   attainment of Swaraj I
(1) To work by honourable means   for    the   attainment   of Swaraj in which the
Government would be   responsible to   the   people   of   (-his country.   (2) To educate
and organise public opinion for securing   and   maintaining nationalistic ideals in all
political and   Governmental   organisations   in   the   country.    (3) The work for the
amelioration of the conditions and the status   of   the   depressed classes by securing
for them free education, free lands and facilities for the use of   public roads, schools
and wells.   (4)   To   work   for   the   initiation, protection   and development of hand
spinning and hand-weaving and other cottage industries, in   every possible direction
with or without   the   help of the Government   of the   province.   (5) To support the
labourers in India and abroad in their efforts to better their condition in all respects
such as, provision against sickness,   accident,   infirmity,   old   age and death, healthy
housing conditions and medical treatment and   help   them to become  self-respecting
citizens   of   this_ country with necessary education.   (6)   To work for the dissemina-
tion   among   the   masses   of   scientific   knowledge   in   agriculture   and industries
and principles   of good   health   and   long   life.    (7)   To   work   for   an   immediate
total   prohibition   of   all   intoxicating   drinks   and   drugs.     (8)   To   develop   the
utilitarian   and    cultural   aspects   of   the   national   literature in   accordance   with
the   present   day    needs   of  the   country,   (9)   To   work   for   the   equality   and
liberty   of   man   by removing cpste   and race   distinctions and creed   antagonisms.
,   (10)   To   oppose   all     those    who    have     failed   to     support     the     cause    of
Indian freedom by siding with   the   Government.   (II)     To    secure   the   abolition
of all restrictions   against   Indians in   the   departments of artillery,   air force and
chemical warfare.    (12) To secure the establishment   of an   Indian National Military
Academy, an Indian National   Naval   Academy and other   necessary institutions for
training Indian officers in India.   (13)   To   introduce   compulsory   military training
m Indian High Schools and Colleges.   (14) To   demand equal rights for Indians all
over the world   and   to   remove   all  racial differences,    (15) To oppose all forms of
so-called   Impend   preference   and   advocate   measures for the protection of Indian
industries  and   to   establish    up-to-date technical and   industrial institutions.   (16)
To adopt   measures   to   oppose   all   forms   of unfair alien competitions in Indian
industries   and   support   measures   to   build   an Indian Mercantile Marine and to
reserve the Indian coastal trade to Indian shipping".
Bte anti-Congress  agitation   carried   on   by   organisations    like   the  All-India
<.«wim   Conference   Association,   which   recently   made   a bitter attack on Pandit
_	Matilai Nehru and decided to send a deputation to   England
liongpws Mutbm      to   counteract   pro-Congress    propaganda,     quickened   the
rarty	Nationalist Muslims into activity and  the   formation   of   a
_A,         u    „„	flew   body called the Congress Muslim Party  was   the  con-
««6e waaft.   The movement towards this was started- early   in   July   1929   with   a
•ctasokr issued by Messrs.   S. A.  Brelvi, Yusuf Meherally and others.
4&e oreolaar inter alia stated :   "The need for concerted action   on   the   part   of

